Directions to Cedars of Peace
once you arrive at the Motherhouse
TURN RIGHT INTO THE MOTHERHOUSE DRIVE

Proceed up the Motherhouse driveway.

(If you miss the Motherhouse drive, you’ll come to a stop sign and intersection with Rte 49, and will know that you’ve gone ½ mile too far.)
TAKE THE ROAD TO YOUR LEFT AT THE Y
As you come up the drive you will come to a Y at the cemetery. Follow the arrow for “Deliveries” which directs you to the left.
As you come around the corner (passing the Heritage Center),

keep following the arrow for “Deliveries” and

CONTINUE STRAIGHT
Continue following “Deliveries” signs behind the buildings and through the parking lot. You will be directed to make a sharp right hand turn at a small, white block storage building.

**TURN RIGHT AT A SMALL CEMENT BLOCK STORAGE BUILDING**
You will immediately come to a T at a wooden fence where you will turn left.

TURN LEFT AT THE WOODEN FENCE
Looking ahead, you will see a sign to Cedars.

Continue on the gravel road past the barn, implement shed, and silo.
TAKE THE ROAD TO YOUR LEFT AT THE Y

Follow the gravel path along the fence row and continue straight, so that the office and cordwood cabin are on your left.
Continue straight so that the office and the cordwood cabin are on your left.

We are building a new cabin that has a newly laid gravel path that veers off to the left just before you reach the entrance sign to Cedars of Peace. Keep going straight!
Continue straight so that the office and the cordwood cabin are on your left.

You will soon see a small sign on the left that says “Cedars of Peace.”